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Low High

Vealers 210kg to 280kg

Vealers 280kg plus 510 559.2
Restockers 540 647.2

Young Steers 280kg to 370kg 470 557.2
Restockers 657.2

Young Steers 370kg to 440kg 460 555

Young Heifers 280kg to 370kg 450 556.2

Young Heifers 370kg to 440kg 410 553.2

Steers 440kg to 550kg 450 539.2

Steers 550kg plus 420 470

Export Heifers 440kg plus 410 484.2

Light Cows Under 400kg

Medium Cows 400kg to 520kg 320 386.2

Heavy Cows 520kg plus 340 410

Heavy Bulls 600kg plus 265 293.4

MUDGEE CATTLE MARKET REPORT

Numbers lifted to 650 cattle up by 175 head. It was once again a excellent yarding of cattle. Similar 

numbers of prime vealers & light yearlings suitable to the local trade orders. A big increase in prime 

heavy weight yearlings suitable for supermarket & export buyers. More cows penned. There was 

not thenumber of heavier weight feeders this week with most of the feeder steers/heifers were 300 

- 380 kg. With extra restrictions brought in only buyers & staff were present. All salary & 

Commission buyers were present and competiting in a mostly dearer market. Local trade vealers 

saw strong competition to be fully firm to 5 cents dearer. The lighter end of the yearlings which 

were more suitable to trade orders were possibly 10 - 15 cents dearer. Heavy feeder steers were 

firm to slightly cheaper (mostly due to quality) however all other feeders were fully firm with the 

lightest 10 cents dearer. Restockers met a dearer trend best 315 kg Angus Sreers topped at 633.2 

cents while Angus Heifers topped at 570 cents. Feeder heifers sold firm and topped at 519.2 cents. 

There was a excellent penning of heavy trade & export cattle offered. They gained 5 - 10 cents. A 

new yard record was set for Mudgee Sale Yards this week. A Charolais X Cow weighing 870 kg sold 

for 410 cents & returned $3,567. Cows generally gained 8 - 10 cents for best heavy cows while 

medimum weights lifted 10 - 20 cents. Bulls similar.
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